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WAVELETS IN THE GENERALIZED TEMPERED

DISTRIBUTIONS

By

Byung Keun Sohn and Dae Hyeon Pahk

Abstract. We expand the generalized tempered distributions m

terms of wavelets of ordinary functions and show the convergence of

the wavelet expansions of the generalized tempered distributions.

1. Introduction

It Is possible to extend the expansions in orthogonal wavelets from L2(R)

to a certain class of tempered distributions.G. G. Walter has presented a few

aspects of the relations between the wavelets and the tempered distributions of

polynomial growth. He has found the expansion of the tempered distributions of

polynomial growth in terms of regular orthogonal wavelets [6] and the con-

vergence of the wavelet expansions [7].

In the past, the tempered distributions of polynomial growth were extended

by various types of the generalized tempered distributions of exponential growth

[2] and [5].

In this paper, we will present the expansions of the generalized tempered

distributions of exponential growth, that were introduced by G. Sampson and

Z. Zielezny [5],in terms of wavelets of ordinary functions, and we will study the

convergence of the wavelet expansions of the generalized tempered distributions

of exponential growth.

2. The Generalized Tempered Distributions Space tfp'{R)

We denote by Jfp(R),p> 1, the space of all functions </>e C^iR) such that

vk^) = supxeR^kek^P＼D^(x)＼ < oo, k = 1,2,... (1)
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The topology in Jtp(R) is defined by the family of the semi-norms v^. Then

Jfp(R) becomes a Frechet space and $)^ $CP^> y <-^$ are continuous; here &

denotes the spaces of all C00-functions, £f the space of rapidly decreasing

functions and *3)the spaces of C00-functions with compact support. By X'p(R), we

mean the space of continuous linear functional on Jfp(R). G. Sampson and Z.

Zielezny characterized the distributionsin tfp'{R) by the growth at infinity[5];a

distribution T e 2)' is in $fp'(R) if and only if there exist positive integers a,kQ

and a bounded continuous function f(x) on R such that

T = Da[ekoM"f{x)}. (2)

Definition 1. We denote by Jfpr(R),p > 1, the space of all functions

d>e Cr(R) such that

vrM sup e*W'|£>V(*)|<oo, A:=1,2,3,...

xeR,x<r

The topology of Jfpr(R) is defined by the family of semi-norm {vrk}k=l
2,...-

%

Jf_r(R), we mean the space of continuous linear functionals on JTpr(R). Each

S e JTp'(R) is characterized by

S = D'[e*>W'f(x)],

where f(x) is a bounded continuous function on R and r,ko e N, by the same

method of the proof of (2) in [5, Theorem 2]. Similarly, we can define

Ser(R) = {e{t)eCr(R);＼^kHt)＼<Cpk(l + ＼t＼)-p1peN-,k= O,li...1r.}

and its dual SfJ(R). For further details,we refer to [51.

3. Multiresolution Analysis of L2(R) Associated with ^>EJfpr(R)

Let (j)g Jfp(R). In order for it to qualify as a scaling function, there must be

associated with <j>a multiresolution analysis of L2(R), i.e.,a nested sequence of

closed subspaces {Vm}meZ such that

(i) {(j)(t―n)} is an orthonormal basis of Vq

in) ■■■cK.icFocKic..c L2(R)

(iii)feVm^f(2-)eVm+x

(iv) (]mVm = {0},(JmVm = L2(R).

Then <f>has an expansion

^(/) = V cny/2j{2t - n), {c} e /2, re i?.
(3)
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Once we have the scaling function (/>e Jfpr(R), we can obtain mother wavelets

i//(t)such that {i//(t- n)} is an orthogonal basis of the space Wq, given by the

orthogonal complement of Vq in V＼.Also, if/has an expansion

iKt) = Y,ndny/2<K2t-n), {dn}el2 (4)

for dn corresponding to cn in (3). We will adopt the construction of a mother

wavelets defined by dn ―(-l)wcf~^. If such a i/j(t)can be found, then ijjnm{t)―

2m/1^/{2mt ―n) is an orthogonal basis of Wm which is the orthogonal complement

of Vm in Vm+i.

Example. In [1], Corollary 5.5.3 states that it is impossible that i// has

exponential decay and that ＼j/e C°°,with all derivative bounded, unless ＼j/= 0.

Hence there is no mother wavelet ＼j/e Xp. So we will restrict our attention to CtC*.

Daubechies' compactly supported wavelets are example of X* wavelets, but

Battle-Lemarie's wavelets (in the page 152 of [1] or Example 4 in [6]) are not Jf^r

wavelets even if they have exponential decay in ordinary sense and have

smoothness. However, we did not succeed in constructing the Jf?" wavelets which

are not Daubechies' one.

The reproducing kernel of Vq is given by

g{x, t) = V </>{x- n)<ff(t- n)

where ^(jc) is the scaling faction. The series and its derivatives with respect to t of

order < r converge uniformly on R because of the regularity of <f>e Jfpr(R), i.e.

＼^(x)＼<Cake-k^P, a = O,l,...,r; A:= 1,2,...

We deduce the following properties [4, p33]:

(a) q(x + k,t + k)= q{x, t) for all k e Z.

(b)

< V c2 e~{k+l)lx-jl"e~{k+l)lt~JlP

< ^.C2+lg-k-yfc-IM'e-*2-'|x-r|'

<c'e-k2-p^P, A:=1,2,...

(c) r q(x, t)t*dt = x*,O<x<r

(5)
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The reproducing kernel for Vm is given by

qm(x,t) = 2mq(2mx,2mt).

Similarly, we can define the reproducing kernel rm(x, t) for Wm by

rm{x, t) = 2m J2n H2mx - n)^{2mt - ≪),

where ＼f/(t)is the mother wavelet.

Now, we will extend the expansion in orthogonal wavelets from L2(R) to

Jfpr(R). Let (/>eJTpr(R). By the orthogonality of ^(jc) and (f>(2x- n) and the

regularity (5) of </>e Xr(R),

and

＼cn＼=
＼
</>(x)(f>(2x - n)

dx < C'e~k'＼< k 1.2....

＼^＼2t-n)＼<C,k>le-k"＼2t-<

<C^e-k"^-＼≫＼P), a = O,l,...,r; *"=1,2,...

where we used that ＼2t＼p= 12/ - n + n＼p < 2'(|2/ - n＼p + ＼n＼p). Since dn =

(-l)Bcw, ＼dn＼= ＼{-l)ncYZ^＼= ＼ci-n＼< Ce~k'＼{-<. Hence, if we take k' which

is sufficientlylarger than k",

n

<

n

n

C, ne-W e~k"w

― C" p-k"＼'＼P m ― 0 1 ? r- k" ― ＼ 1~ ^ak"e
'

a ― w,i, z,..., r, k ― i, z,.. .

Hence by (4), ＼//e Jfp(R). Then expansion coefficients with respect to both

{<f>(t―n)} and {＼j/(t―≪)} are well defined. Indeed, since / e Jf^ (R) is also

characterized by

f = Dr{ek°W/i}, koeN,

for a bounded measure ju on R, coefficients an may be found which satisfy

an = (fj(--n))

= (Dr(ek^Pu),S(--n))

J ― 00

e^＼-＼)r^r＼t-n)dix
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(00

― 00

e2Pk^-n＼Pe2Pk°＼<＼^＼t-n)＼d＼n＼

533

= (9{ekl^P). (6)

Similarly, bn = (f,i//(t―n)) satisfiesthe same kind of growth condition.

Then, since

J2
nK<f>U＼t-n)＼

< cJ2nekllnlPe-2P{k^'~nlP

< cY^ e-2P＼'-"＼pe2Pki＼{＼p

YlnR*^1
~

n) converges uniformly on bounded setsas do its firstr derivatives.In

fact,we have shown that the limiting function and its r derivativesare continuous

functions of ek°^P growth. These results enable us to imitate the multiresolution

analysis of L2(R) in Jfp'(R).

Definition 2. Let {an} be a sequence of complex numbers with an =

(9(ek^P) for some kxeN; then To = {/ : f(t) = £≪<W(? - ≫)} and Uo =

{g : g{f) = ^nan^{t ~n)}- We denote by Tm and Um their corresponding dilation

spaces, i.e.,f e To o f(2mt) e Tm and g e Uo & g(2mt) e Um.

Then, we may expect that a multiresolution analysis of $Crp(R) exists,

namely,

■･･ c T.m ■■■^T^ crocri- c Tm c ･･･ c Jfpr'{R) (7)

and

where the closure is in the topology of Jfp'(R).

Theorem 3. Let the scalingfunction </>e Jfpr(R) satisfya dilationequation (3)

with Ck = (9(e~l＼k＼")for all I e N, and let <j>have an associated multiresolution

analysis in L2(R); let ＼＼ie Jf_r(i?)be the mother wavelet given in (4). Then there

exists a multiresolutionanalysis (7) of closed dilationsubspaces {Tm} whose union

is dense in Xr (R); the closed subspaces Um of Definition 2 are complementary
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subspaces of Tm in Tm+＼ and

Tm = u0 R ux e ■･･ e um e r0,

where c denotes the nonorthogonal directsum.

Proof. We willonly prove that 7q is closed in the sense of JfT(R) and

＼Jm Tm = J^T (R). The other statements are the same as in the case of ^(R) [6]

It is clear that fm ―>0 in Jf^'(R) is equivalent to

Jm ― is [c vm＼,r,/tfltjv, i u kw| > u

where {vm} is a sequence of bounded measures on R. If fm e To, then we have

that anm = (/m,^(- ―≪))―>0 as m ―>oo and |aww| < ceklW by (6). Hence if

fm―>f in Jfp'(R), the coefficientof /,#,, is of (9(ekx^P) and hence its series

^2nan</>(t-n) = f eTq. Thus To is closed in the sense of Jfrp'{R).Now by the

facts that ^(R) is dense in Jfp(R), L2 = [jm Vm is dense in ^(R) and

Uw Vm cz[jm Tm, [Jm Tm is dense in Jfrp'{R).

Remark. As in the case of ^(R) [6], the property f]mVm = {0} of the

usual multiresolution analysis is lacking. By the moment property of the

reproducing kernel qm(x,t), any polynomial of degree < r belongs to f]mTm.

4. Convergence of the Expansions of Jfpr(R)

A quasi-positivedelta sequence is a sequence {Sm(-, y)} of functions in Ll(R)

with parameter y e R which satisfiesthe following:

(a) there is a C > 0 such that

f00
＼dm(x,y)＼dx<C, yeR,meN;

J―QC

(b) there is a c > 0 such that

(■y+c
Sm(x,y)dx-^> 1

y―c

uniformly on compact subsets of R, as m ―■>oo;

(c) for each y > 0,

suP|x-vi<y＼#m(x,y)＼-^0 as m -> oo.
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Then since $Cr{R) c Sfr(R), we have following important two Lemmas as in

[7]:

Lemma 4. Let {Sm(x, y)} be a quasi-positivedelta sequence and let f e L1 (R)

be continuous on (a,b); then

TOO
fmiy) = Srn{x, y)f{x) dx -> f(y) dS ffl-> 00

J ―oo

uniformly on compact subsetsof (a,b).

Lemma 5. If qm(x,y) is the reproducing kernel of Vm, <f>e JfT(i?),then

qm{x,y) and Km(x, t)= ((x - t)/al)(dydta)qm(x,t) for oceN,O<a<r, are

quasi-positivedeltasequences on R.

By the remark in section 3, the pure wavelet seriesof / e Xrp (R), ^2n m

bmn＼jjmn(t)does not necessarilyconverge to /. However, the mixed expansion

/ = V an<t>{--n) + YZ=o El-oo ^-'

converges to/in the sense of Jf'"(R). This global convergence of the expansion

of Jfp (R) is important for theoreticalpurposes. For computational purposes, we

will study some sort of local convergence in the sense of S. Lojasiewicz [31.

Definition 6. Let /e/ (R). f is said to have a value y of order a at jco //

there exists a continuous function F(x) of exponential growth of ek°^ for some

ko e N such that DaF ―f in some neighborhood of xq and

limx^Xo
(x-xoV

y_

a!

Theorem 7. Let f e JfJ (R) and have a value y of order a < r at x = xq.

Then the function fm given by fm(x) = (/(･),qm(x, ･)) satisfies

fm(xo) ^7 as m -> oo

Proof. Although each / e Jfp(R) is a derivative of order /?< r of a

continuous function (j of exponential growth, we may obtain that G = F and

a ―P, where F is in the definition 6. In fact,if we take G(x) ―(x ―xo)^~'xF(x)

when P > a and G(x) = (x - xo)a~^F(x) when a > /?,then limx_^XoF(x)/(x - xo)a

= limx^0 G(x)/(x - xo)A and lim.r_^XoF(x)/(x - xof = lim.v^Xo G(x)/(x - xo)a,

respectively. We may assume oc> 6.
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Using integrationby parts,forsome A > 0,

/,(*) =

Now, we claim that

First,

r

-

Jx+A

y)a

J ― oc

J―00

)x+A

x-A

+

iyd;qm(x,y)F(y)dy

- y)

a!

r

Jx+A

d;qm(x,y)-^-ady

+
I

x-A

― 00

)oo px―A

+ ―> 0 as m ―> oo

x+^4 J ―oo

a!

F(vW

= £ Y.lS2m*-n)k

r <j>{≪＼y-n)

i
J2>≫(x+A) a!

;
M2mx - n)

(n-yy-k

If we denote by / the last integral above, then

/ =

<

<

2mccF(y/2m)al

{y-2mx)a

J

)00

2m(x+A)

CaJe-fo-≫＼'＼y- n^-Qf'koWeVkoH'dy

dy

<

f°°

Ca.e-j＼y-n＼^ ec%,k＼y-n＼" e2Ph＼y-n＼"+2Ph＼n＼P e2＼y＼"-Ay＼P dy

J2m(x+A)

< r
(2Pko+2(P+V)＼n＼p (-j+c≪.k+2Pk0+2(P+V)＼2m(x+A)-n)＼p

-/ J2≫ko+2(P+V)＼n＼p (-j+Csl,k+2Pk0+2<<P+V)＼2≫'(x+A)-n＼p

for j>ca,k + 2Pk0 + 2(P+l＼

)00
e-Wdy

2m(x+A)
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-y)a

<

a!

C

2m

d$qm(x,y)
F(y)a＼

(y-xV

eHn＼p

dy

el＼2mx-n＼p el'＼2m{x+A)-n＼

537

(8)

for /= 1,2,3,... and sufficiently large /'. In the inequality 2~p＼a + b＼p - ＼b＼p<

＼a＼p,substitute a by a ― b, we have ―＼a― b＼p < ＼b＼p― 2~p＼a＼p.Let us estimate the

exponent of the term of the summation in (8). Assume that / - /' > 0. Then we

have

k3＼n＼p - l＼2mx - n＼p - l'＼2mA + 2mx - n＼p

< k3＼n＼p -(I- r)＼2mx - n＼p - 2-pl'＼2mA＼p

< (k3 - 2~P{1 - l'))＼n＼p+ (/ - l')＼2mx＼p - 2~pl'＼2mA＼p.

Take / satisfying k3 - 2~p(l - V) = -1. Then / - /' = 2p(k3 + 1), whose right-

hand side is a constant. Take /' such that 2~pl'＼A＼p > 2p(k3 + l)^^. Then the

right-hand side of (8) is estimated by

< ca
i l,e-(2-pnA＼p-2?(ki+i)＼xn2"*>

x^e-＼n＼p

n

_ ri -(2-"/'|^|"-2'(fc3+ l)W')2"*'

The same method for the estimation of I f* I induces

1 J―CC '

Hence

+
I

x-A

-00

< C"
≪-(2-"/'|^|'-2'(*3

+ l)W)2≫≫'

―> 0 as m ―■>oo

Thus we can express fm as

(00
Km{x,y)FA{x,y)dy + o{＼),

―00

where Km(x, y) = ((x ― y)a/od)(d!x/dy)qm(x, y) and FA(x, y) is continuous for all

y except for y = x ± A and has a compact support. Hence FA is bounded. Since
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Km(x, y) is a quasi-positive delta sequence by Lemma 5, Lemma 4 implies that

/m(*o) ^FA(xo,xo) = y asm->oo.
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